Spring 2021 Semester Schedule Notes

Given the uncertain environment in which we are operating, faculty availability may change before classes begin and these course formats are subject to change. In addition, if the university decides to close the Boston campus, all courses will adopt an online format.

Class Formats

NUflex
These classes will meet on ground and we currently anticipate that faculty will generally be present in the classroom. Students will be expected to attend in person, unless they have opted to attend all classes remotely for health, safety, or other COVID-related reasons. If on ground enrollment exceeds social distancing room capacity for any class, students will alternate between on ground and remote attendance.

NUflex-On Ground Ltd.
These classes will be taught remotely by faculty but will have a classroom assigned with limited capacity. Students are not required to attend in person and will have the option to connect from the classroom or attend remotely. The designated “Campus Connect” classroom space will support students present on campus, including those who have classes immediately before or after the NUflex-On Ground Ltd. class, and those who find the law school environment more conducive to learning. Depending on the circumstances, students may connect to these classes using fully functional NUflex technology in the classroom, or they may individually Zoom in.

Online Synchronous
No classroom has been assigned for these courses. The professor and all students will connect remotely.

Notes:
1. All Monday podium classes will continue to meet online.
2. All LSSC classes will continue to meet in their current formats for the spring semester.
3. All spring courses will be delivered synchronously (“live”), but professors may choose to incorporate a limited amount of asynchronous content into otherwise synchronous courses, if pedagogically appropriate.

Red Group Podium Classes
- Constitutional Law (Waldman) = Online Synchronous
- Contracts (Robinson) = NUFlex
- Criminal Justice (Zoltek-Jick) = NUFlex On Ground Ltd.

Green Group Podium Classes
- Constitutional Law (Paul) = Online Synchronous
- Contracts (Saito) = NUFlex On Ground Ltd.
- Criminal Justice (Reza) = NUFlex

Blue Group Podium Classes
- Constitutional Law (Davis) = NUFlex
- Contracts (Phillips) = NUFlex On Ground Ltd.
- Criminal Justice (Ramirez) = NUFlex On Ground Ltd.